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ABSTRACT X-ray data are presented for the benchmark dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine lipid bilayer in the most biologically
relevant state in which the bilayers are fully hydrated and in the fluid (liquid-crystalline) phase. Form factors F(qz) are obtained
from a combination of two sample preparations, oriented stacks of bilayers for qz extending to 0.85 Å�1 and unilamellar vesicles
for smaller qz. Modeling obtains the electron density profile and values for the area per molecule, for the locations of the
component groups, and for the different types of thicknesses of the bilayer, such as the hydrocarbon thickness and the steric
thickness.
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The most studied lipid bilayer is dipalmitoylphosphati-

dylcholine (DPPC), sometimes said to be the hydrogen atom

of lipids. The spread in the literature results at 50�C empha-

sizes the difficulty of obtaining structural results for fully

hydrated, fluid phase bilayers (1,2). This is especially serious

for the area per molecule, A, which is a central quantity that

plays a pivotal role in simulations (3,4).

The major difficulty in obtaining bilayer structure arises

from the fluctuations that degrade the Bragg peaks that

provide the basic data for the crystallographic approach to

membrane structure. A decade ago, we used a liquid crys-

tallographic method to recover the intensity lost from the

peaks, and we reported a structure of DPPC (5). Since then,

we have discovered a new method that focuses on the diffuse

scattering from oriented stacks of bilayers (6,7). This method

provides better primary data to obtain the bilayer form factor

F(qz), mainly because the data extend to larger qz in re-

ciprocal space, thereby providing better real space resolution

to locate more features in the bilayer, but also because the

data are continuous in qz instead of discrete as in liquid crys-
tallography. Structures of several lipids have recently been

reported using the new diffuse scattering method (8,9). We

now use the new method, enhanced by data from unilamellar

vesicles that are more robust for small qz, to report an im-

proved structure of the benchmark lipid DPPC.

The basic F(qz) results are shown in Fig. 1. For unilamellar

samples, background strongly exceeds signal as qz increases,
so larger uncertainties are assigned and no data are used

beyond the second lobe. Complementarily, the scattering

from oriented stacks becomes problematic for F(qz) smaller

than 0.2 Å�1 due to distortion from the very strong h ¼ 2

order reflection (7), so these data are not used. Larger uncer-

tainties are also applied near obvious distortions from the

smooth behavior required by the sampling theorem. Com-

parison of the two types of data requires a scaling factor that

is provided by modeling in Fig. 1, but the scaling factor

depends mostly on the overlap of the data for 0.2 Å�1 , qz

, 0.25 Å�1 in the first lobe. Although the two kinds of data

do not overlap quite as well as for other lipids (8,9) (e.g., the

minimum near 0.275 Å�1 occurs;0.005 Å�1 greater for the

oriented samples than for the unilamellar vesicles), agree-

ment is reasonable and consistent results, including these

minor differences in the two types of data, are obtained from

several data sets taken on two synchrotron runs.

FIGURE 1 Bilayer form factors F(qz) for DPPC at 50�C are from

diffuse scattering from oriented stacks (blue squares) following

Liu and Nagle (7) and Kučerka et al. (8,9) and from unilamellar

vesicles of�60 nm diameter (red circles) following Kučerka et al.

(8,9). F(0) is from volumetric measurements (1). Also shown are

results from multilamellar vesicles (5). The yellow curve is the fit

to the HB electron density model.
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Fig. 1 also shows the F(qz) results obtained from multi-

lamellar vesicles in our earlier liquid crystallography study

(5) that used 21 different samples. Only three of those sam-

ples had strong enough fourth orders to provide F(qz) for
qz . 0.4 Å�1, and those three samples had to be partially

dehydrated with osmotic pressure. A major point was, due to

the degradation of the fluctuations, the intensities had to be

corrected by a factor that became increasingly.1 for greater

lamellar repeat spacingsD and as the x-ray order h increased.
No correction led to the incorrect result that the structure of

lipid bilayers changed precipitously as full hydration was

approached. However, comparison with the results presented

here indicates that the intensities were overcorrected, further

motivating revisitation of the structure of DPPC in the fluid

phase.

Structural results are obtained by modeling with func-

tional forms for the electron density profiles. Fig. 2 shows the

result of fitting our older hybrid baseline (HB) model and

Fig. 3 shows the result using a recently developed H2 hybrid

model (4). These forms have been shown to represent the

electron density profiles of simulations very well (4). Both

models employ the method of McIntosh and Simon (10) that

uses well-established gel phase structure (11) as a reference.

These figures show the distribution functions for the sub-

molecular components and the Gibbs dividing surfaces for

the various thicknesses of the bilayer.

Numerical values are displayed in Table 1. The area A is

not much changed from our previous value of 64 Å2 (1). This

is perhaps surprising in view of the large differences in Fig.

1, but it was pointed out in Figs. 6 and 11 in Nagle et al. (5)

that over or under correcting mostly affects the widths of the

molecular distribution functions rather than their positions,

so the gel phase reference method (10) appears to have ob-

tained A reasonably well. However, the older analysis had

to use a simpler, low spatial resolution model with only one

Gaussian in the headgroup region because the data did not

extend to high qz; more structural detail is now obtained.

The agreement of the results in Table 1 for two rather dif-

ferent electron density models suggests that the exact choice

of functional form is not crucial, provided that it includes the

major features of the bilayer. The greatest difference is for

the carbonyl-glycerol thickness. In the older HB model,
FIGURE 2 Electron density profile for half the DPPC bilayer

obtained by fitting the HB model to the F(qz) in Fig. 1. The

phosphatidylcholine (PC), carbonyl-glycerol (CG), and the

negative methyl trough Gaussians are added to the baseline

function that represents the water and methylene plateaux

to obtain the total electron density (black). The vertical dashed

line (DC) shows half the hydrocarbon thickness (the Gibbs

dividing surface for the hydrocarbon-headgroup interface)

and the vertical dotted line (DB9/2) represents the steric thick-

ness.

TABLE 1

Volume Area

Hydrocarbon

thickness

Steric

thickness

Head-head

thickness

Carbonyl-

glycerol

Model VL A 2 DC DB9 DHH 2 DCG

HB 1228.5 64.2 27.9 45.9 37.8 28.2

H2 1228.5 64.3 27.9 45.9 37.8 29.0

FIGURE 3 Electron density profile for half the DPPC bilayer

obtained by fitting the H2 model to the F(qz) in Fig. 1. The phos-

phate (P), carbonyl-glycerol (CG), and methyl trough Gaussians

are added to the methylene and water distributions based on

error function to obtain the total electron density. The vertical

dashed line (DC) shows half the hydrocarbon thickness (the

Gibbs dividing surface for the hydrocarbon-headgroup inter-

face) and the vertical dotted line (D9B/2) represents the steric

thickness.
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about half the electrons in these groups are included in the

baseline function. When the carbonyl-glycerol Gaussian is

added to the sloping baseline function, the position of that

group increases, consistent with the result for the H2 model,

which, in this respect, is the better model.

Even though the older value of A (1,5) still appears

satisfactory, it has been recently emphasized that the F(qz) are
the most important x-ray structural results to compare to

simulations (12,3,4), and this is amajor reason to obtain better

values of F(qz). Recent studies suggest that force fields

carefully determined from extensive empirical data for small

molecules may nevertheless result in poor agreement with

experimentalF(qz) when simulations are performed under the

ideal condition of zero surface tension (3,4), because mis-

matches in competing interactions, such as the surface tension

of the interfacial headgroup region versus the pressure

produced by disordered hydrocarbon chains, produce incor-

rect area and thickness, which strongly affect F(qz). One
alternative is to simulate at fixed area A determined by the

above modeling. Another alternative is to run several sim-

ulations with different surface tensions or, equivalently, with

different values of A. The simulation that best fits the F(qz)
data then provides a model free method for determining A (4).

Clearly, this would not have been feasible with the olderF(qz)
(5), but it has recently been shown that it is feasible when

DMPC simulations are compared to data obtained by the new

x-ray method (4). Better simulation force fields should ensue

by comparing simulations to experimental F(qz) for a variety
of bilayers, including the new DPPC results reported here.
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